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In his latest article on green fascism, NEA/PEN playwright John Steppling examines the New Volkisch
Mythos of "Greta" that "is the validation of what amounts to royalist wisdom and the dangers
of community control of anything…All the so-called New Green Deal solutions are there, it seems,
to save capitalism before saving the planet."

As Steppling observed in Scurrying Fascist Cockroaches, "the Green New Deal is the fig leaf that
provides material for this manufacturing of a new fascist narrative. The green fascism of these new
"products" from the Democratic Party laboratories is pretty much in line with what Bill Clinton
ushered in and what Obama sort of perfected."

As he remarks,

The same fingerprints are always found. The Gates Foundation, 350.org, the US state
department and an assortment of varied NGOs of the moment.

In my post Heart of Darkness, I wrote, "In terms of relevance to the indigenous nations often referred
to as the Fourth World, the rollouts from the COP21 gathering of UN member states, Wall Street-
funded NGOs, and the global financial elite resemble colonial initiatives undertaken as a result
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http://www.wrongkindofgreen.org/2019/05/30/a-new-volkisch-mythos/
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https://dissidentvoice.org/2019/02/scurrying-fascist-cockroaches/#more-89672
https://si2gallery.wordpress.com/2017/10/08/blog-post-title-2/
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of similar 19th Century gatherings to carve up the world for capitalism. Then, as now, indigenous
territories and resources were targeted for expropriation through coercion, with Africa being a prime
target."

Going out with a bang.

When France invaded Mali in 2013 with the blessing of the UN, it was to obtain the uranium needed
to fuel nuclear power plants in France, at the expense of the indigenous Tuareg. With nuclear power
development as the number one green initiative under the Bill Gates plan, Navajo and other
American tribes that have uranium deposits or nuclear waste sites can expect to be treated with
equal disdain.

As noted at Global Research, "Uranium is France's key energy resource, according to the World
Nuclear Association, with 75 percent of the European nation's electricity being produced from
nuclear energy, which explains French dependency on uranium. According to mineral resource
analysts, beneath the deserts in Northern Mali and Eastern Niger, territory now exclusively claimed
by the nomadic Tuareg tribes, exists the world's third largest uranium reserves as well as substantial
oil reserves."
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scramble_for_Africa
https://www.globalresearch.ca/is-the-french-invasion-of-mali-tied-to-a-colonial-war-for-uranium/5321133
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According to African history scholar Dr. Leonard Jeffries, the French don't need permission
to intervene in their former colonies because of the accords they forced on them before granting
independence. "For five decades," he says, "France has maintained a neo-colonial relationship that
gave France control of components of the new African states, including their economies and military
institutions."

As reported at CEASEFIRE, France opened 2013 with a series of airstrikes on Northern Mali allegedly
to prevent the establishment of a terrorist state, but had its eyes on something far more important.
Like its neighbour, Niger, Mali is rich in uranium. "Following the oil shock of 1973 in which the oil
producing nations sharply increased the price of oil, the French decided an alternative route was
needed. This alternative was nuclear energy."

France now has 59 nuclear reactors, and, although Niger has been France's primary uranium trading
partner in the region, 5,200 tonnes of untapped uranium sources in Mali make "a favourable
government and a suppressed civil society all the more urgent."

Following the ethnic cleansing of Tuareg by the NATO-backed, Al-Qaeda affiliated rebels, a united
Tuareg resistance has the potential to erode power from the central Mali government, and even
control areas of land in which the Tuareg live, but the French want to mine. Thus the French had
to brand the Tuareg as terrorists to justify its invasion.
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https://ceasefiremagazine.co.uk/blood-uranium-frances-mali-intervention-terrorism/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1973_oil_crisis
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2012/08/201287122322275927.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/libya/8407047/Libyan-rebel-commander-admits-his-fighters-have-al-Qaeda-links.html
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While world leaders at COP 21 in Paris fawned over the Breakthrough Energy Coalition as world
saviors promoting so-called "climate solutions", the reality is that these con artists are setting us up
for a global heist that we'll be paying for long into the future. Breakthrough Energy Coalition is an
assemblage of private sector venture capitalists whose agenda is carbon capture and nuclear power,
both of which are unsafe, and require enormous public subsidies.

Two of the architects of the so-called "climate solutions" - e.g. Bill Gates and George Soros - are
noted for past involvement in serious fraud. The Green New Deal-like the Universal Climate Change
Agreement - is nuclear power in a green outfit.
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